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Key Questions: 

• What are the email marketing challenges and aspirations of retail marketers? 

• What is most important to retailers when selecting email marketing technology and services? 

• What are the tactics that most retail email marketers embrace and what optimization 

opportunities are they missing? 

 

Key Findings: 

Sixty-seven percent of retailers use email marketing, followed by print direct marketing (56 percent) and 

Facebook advertising (48 percent). Retail marketers’ 2018 aspirations indicate that they will challenge 

ESPs (Email/Everychannel/Experience Service Providers) to improve analytics, segmentation/targeting, 

reactivation and real-time data access. Marketers are challenged by lack of IT support, data integration, 

coordination and inbox placement. Targeting and retargeting email subscribers in online advertising and 

utilizing website behavior is a highly used tactic. This increasingly popular approach to target or retarget 

abandoned visitors has become easier over the last year given the rise of people-based marketing, 

identity management, as well as via a crop of boutique vendors that offer such targeting solutions. 

When asked what their most important considerations are when selecting an ESP, retail marketers 

specifically cite the vendor’s reputation, industry expertise, followed closely by cost, deliverability and 

mobile capabilities. When selecting an ESP, CRM-based ad targeting/retargeting, social marketing 

capabilities and deliverability reporting top ESP features for retail marketers. 
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Understanding the Retail Email Marketer in 2018 

Email marketing continues to be an indispensable channel for retail marketers - it is the top channel 

utilized. Sixty-seven percent of retailers use email marketing, followed by print direct marketing (56 

percent) and Facebook advertising (48 percent). Retail marketers send 37.4 million email messages a 

month second only to financial services companies that send 49 million a month.  Their mean customer 

database size is 13.31 million records, indicating that they are mailing their customers on average nearly 

three times per month. Retail marketers dedicate almost one third of their overall marketing budget to 

email marketing (Figure 1).  
 

Figure 1: Retail Marketer Technographics 
 

 
Multiple Questions Asked 

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Marketer Survey n=401, Retailers n=61 2/18 U.S. Only 
  

In 2018 Retail Marketers Are Focused on Analytics, Real-Time Data and Improving Reactivation 

Retail marketers’ 2018 aspirations indicate that they will challenge ESPs (Email/Everychannel/Experience 

Service Providers) to improve analytics, segmentation/targeting, reactivation and real-time data access 

(Figure 2). The top five priorities for improving the ROI of retail email marketing programs in 2018 are: 
 

• Analytical Optimization: ESPs and marketers are well-aligned here, as both are making 

significant investments in their analytical prowess. From services-driven deliverables to 

improved analytical tools, marketers have many robust ESP offerings to select from in 2018. 

• Utilizing Real-Time Data: In marketing it has often been said that the best predictor of future 

behavior is past behavior. Utilizing real-time data dramatically improves upon that notion since 

past behavior is now compromised of minutes, hours or a day at most. Our research continues 

to prove that those that leverage real-time data in the customer experience have better results 

than those that do not. 

• Reactivating dormant non-responsive subscribers: Twenty-nine percent of consumers change 

their primary personal email addresses each year, see Inbox Evolution: Consumer Email 

Marketing Trends and Behaviors. Marketers must seek out hygiene, address correction vendors  

http://www.relevancygroup.com/shop/inbox-evolution-consumer-email-marketing-trends-and-behaviors
http://www.relevancygroup.com/shop/inbox-evolution-consumer-email-marketing-trends-and-behaviors
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as well as ESPs that offer co-ops, which can tell if an email address is active on another retailer’s 

list. Reactivation tactics should also include using identity management and display targeting 

solutions to target dormant email subscribers on across the internet with ads. 

• Driving Relevancy via Segmentation and Targeting: A perennial priority, marketers seek to 

improve segmentation and targeting in order to improve the relevancy of their messages. This 

is aided by the second priority, utilizing real-time data.  

• Attribution Accuracy: Marketers are focused on the need to improve response attribution. 

While many attribution methods exist, we have witnessed ESPs that include multiple attribution 

models and an intense focus on cross-channel attribution. MessageGears offers a hybrid 

solution that allows marketers to keep data behind their firewall simplifying attribution 

measurement. The MessageGears approach eliminates the need to replicate data making them 

much more efficient than other ESP marketing clouds. 
 

Figure 2: Top Five Email Marketing Priorities, Retail Industry – 2018  

 
Question: What are your top five priorities for improving the ROI of your email marketing programs in 2018? (Select one)  

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey, Retailers n=61 2/18 U.S. Only 
 

Retailers Are Challenged by Lack of IT Support, Data Integration, Coordination, and Inbox Placement 
Top 2018 retailer marketer priorities largely reflect the challenges that continue to frustrate 
everychannel marketers year after year. These hurdles fall into three buckets: 
 

• Coordination: Retailers are challenged to coordinate campaigns, frequency and offers across all 
marketing channels. Retail marketers need to consolidate their efforts to a single platform that 
is capable of managing campaigns across everychannel. There are several well-equipped ESP 
solutions to plan, execute and analyze these efforts, see The Relevancy Ring - ESP Buyer's Guide 
2018, Enterprise Edition. 
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• IT Support and Data Integration: Twenty percent of marketers cite having adequate IT support 
for data extraction indicating that accessing customer data continues to be a marketer hurdle  
(Figure 3). In 2018, ESP offerings must be better at addressing these data challenges. Without 
the necessary fast access to data, improving the customer experience is simply a dream.   

• Analysis and Getting Messages into Inboxes: Analysis and deliverability are perennial challenges 
for marketers. ISPs continue to adapt their algorithms and marketers often fail to embrace 
hygiene or a rigorous investigation into dormant subscribers. All of the advancements in 
relevancy and the customer experience are meaningless if the message is not delivered. The 
leading ESPs are integrated with the best deliverability software and services providers, such as 
250OK and Return Path. As indicated in their 2018 aspirations, improved analytics are necessary 
to advance email marketing results for retailer marketers. 

 

 
Figure 3: Top 10 Challenges When Developing Email Campaigns, Retail Email Marketers – 2018 

 
Question: What are your greatest challenges when developing email marketing campaigns? (Select all) 

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey Retailers n=61 2/18 U.S. Only 

 

More Retailers Are Leveraging Mobile Apps and Online Ad Retargeting Than Triggered Mailings 
Targeting and retargeting email subscribers in online advertising and utilizing website behavior is a 
highly utilized tactic (Figure 4). This increasingly popular tactic to target or retarget abandoned visitors 
has become easier over the last year given the rise of people-based marketing, identity management, as 
well as via a crop of boutique vendors that offer such targeting solutions. While this method is efficient 
and effective, email marketers are implementing retargeting more than proven email tactics including: 
testing, dynamic content, live/adaptive content and triggered lifecycle messages. Many vendors have 
either acquired or integrated with such Adtech companies. TRG maintains that the mashup of Martech 
and Adtech, which we refer to as Madtech, will continue to grow beyond the nascent group of early 
adopters. Adoption growth of these solutions is well documented in TRG’s Madtech Research. 
 
Twenty-nine percent of retail marketers report that they have a mobile app, which requires deep and 
deferred deep linking (a.k.a. universal linking) to ensure that the email creative and experience is  
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optimal and drives app consumption. See The Relevancy Group’s Email Marketing Mobile Readiness 
Guide – 2018, for insight on this topic and a comparison of ESP capabilities in this regard. 
 
These relevant email marketing tactics are being implemented not because of a lack of tools, but instead 
due to constraints on time, resources, and data. Triggering and dynamic mailings imply access to data, 
additional content, time, and rework. The complexity of these staff and data issues underscores the 
need to seek out an ESP with experienced services and comprehensive product functionality. Retail 
marketers should seek to implement more automation in their email marketing efforts. See The 
Relevancy Group’s The Email Marketing Automation Imperative for tactics and the return on these 
investments. 
 

Figure 4: Top Ten Tactics Used by Retail Email Marketers – 2018 

 

Question: From the following list, please select the statement or statements that best describe the  

email marketing tactics that you regularly utilize? (Select all) 

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey Retailers n=61 2/18 U.S. Only 

 

Industry Expertise, Security, Reliability and Reputation Drive ESP Vendor Selection 
When beginning to assess ESPs, retail marketers’ top criteria are based on the vendor’s reputation and 
industry expertise (Figure 5). When asked what their most important considerations are when selecting 
an ESP, retail marketers specifically cite the vendor’s reputation, industry expertise, followed closely by 
cost, deliverability, and mobile capabilities.  
 

• Reputation and industry expertise: Industry expertise has historically topped the vendor 
selection criteria. Anecdotal evidence suggests that ESPs benefit by going to market with an 
industry-focused approach and leverage this experience as a key part of reputation. Reputation 
is driven by the quality of the vendor’s staff, reliability and innovation: A near equal number of 
buyers cited the reputation of the provider and quality of their staff as important attributes.  
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Client satisfaction correlates well with reputation, data that The Relevancy Group provides in 
The Relevancy Ring - ESP Buyer's Guide 2018, Enterprise Edition. 

• CPM and overall cost: Retailers are more focused on cost than any other industry. When we 
survey enterprise marketers across industries, CPM and cost does not appear in the top 10 
selection criteria. CPM costs have fallen to historically low levels and pricing parity exists across 
the ESP industry. There can be significant swings in implementation, data management and 
services fees, but we caution marketers from driving down prices for these important services 
related components. For example, lower-priced services will typically be served by less tenured 
and/or experienced individuals. 

• Feature set transcends email: Included in the top 10 criteria for selecting an ESP are analytical, 
mobile and social marketing features that transcend basic email marketing functionality. The 
most competent vendors will not only be judged by their core email components, but their 
ability to deliver experience functionality across every channel. 

• Data security and reliability: Buyers have a greater attentiveness to this aspect of a vendor’s 
offering, given the unfortunate news of data breaches across the internet and vendor outages. 
Buyers and vendors alike must ensure that they are well prepared to investigate such platform 
stability in the procurement process.   

 
Figure 5: Top 10 ESP Selection Criteria, Retail Marketers – 2018 

 
Question Asked:  What are your most important considerations when selecting an email marketing service provider (ESP) 

application? (Select all) Top 10 Selected. 
Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey Retailers n=61 2/18 U.S. Only 

 

CRM-Based Ad Targeting, Social Marketing and Deliverability Top ESP Feature List 
When selecting an ESP, CRM-based ad targeting/retargeting, social marketing capabilities and 
deliverability reporting top ESP features for retail marketers (Figure 6). While other key features surface 
in the top 10, such as custom reporting, security/reliability and scalability, retail marketers are mostly 
influenced by these top three features: 
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• Display Targeting/Retargeting utilizing CRM data – Retailers seek targeting solutions from ESPs 
that are often found in Customer Data Providers (CDPs). The ability to take first-party data, e.g. 
CRM data, and marry with unknown visitor information on first- or third-party websites and 
target email subscribers is a feature that nearly half of retail marketers desire. This tactic works 
and continues to be made easier to use in ESP platforms. Targeting at the individual level 
requires identity resolution and management. For more information see Identity Management: 
Relevance and Accountability Across Devices, Time and Space. 

• Social Marketing Targeting – Much like the ability to target individuals on websites and via 
display advertising, retail marketers desire their email marketing platforms to have social 
marketing targeting features. This is the ability to launch and measure campaigns on social 
networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. This works well for targeting lapsed/inactive 
subscribers, as well as targeting customers that have purchased items with cross-sell ads and or 
turning off ads for the item that they have purchased. Consumers do react to these ads but also 
follow a limited number of brands on social networks. For more information on consumer social 
behaviors see The Interconnected: Consumer Social Networking Trends and Behaviors. 

• Deliverability Reporting – There is tremendous parity across ESPs for deliverability tools, 
specifically for inbox placement. Most vendors have a relationship with leading solutions such as 
ReturnPath and or 250OK, and have built inbox placement reporting into the application.  
Marketers should look at how these tools can be oriented to match the ISP make-up of their list 
and those that offer pro-active deliverability alerts via SMS and email alerts that are triggered 
when inbox placement falls below goals or historical performance levels. 
 

Figure 6: Top 10 Most Important ESP Product Features, Retail Marketers – 2018 

 
Question: What are the 10 most important product features when selecting an ESP application (select 10). 

 Top 12 shown, multiple ties for number 10. 
 Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey Retailers n=61 2/18 U.S. Only 
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About The Methodology: 

In February 2018 The Relevancy Group conducted a survey that resulted in 401 completed and 

qualified marketers. We qualified respondents based their familiarity with their marketing program, 

their email sending volume and customer database size.  Respondents self-identified their company 

size, title and additional attributes such as industry, budgets and revenue. The survey utilized skip 

ordering and randomization and screener questions. The survey design and final analysis was 

provided by a team of analysts that are named herein as the primary and secondary authors. 

About The Relevancy Group: www.relevancygroup.com | (877) 972-6886 | info@therelevancygroup.com  

Founded in 2010 and led by tenured industry analyst and marketer David Daniels, The Relevancy 

Group (TRG) provides market research and advisory services. Through our survey panel, we measure 

consumer and executive behaviors to develop strategies that optimize a return on marketing 

investments. Each Analyst has a minimum of 15 years of experience in digital marketing. We are a 

trusted advisor to leading technology vendors and familiar brands. The Relevancy Group delivers a 

series of original research, custom research, lead generation and advisory services. Our Relevancy 

Ring Buyer’s guides are highly sought after and have been proven to help marketers and vendors 

alike. 

We also publish the digital magazine for marketers by marketers, The Marketer Quarterly. Free with 

registration online, and through the MQ apps on iTunes, Google Play and Amazon. Follow 

@TMQ_Magazine 

About The Author | David Daniels | @EmailDaniels | David@RelevancyGroup.com 
 
As CEO of The Relevancy Group, David directs market research and advisory services essential to 
digital marketing. Direct Magazine said David is “one of the most influential experts in email 
marketing, if not the most influential.” In 2017 David was named Email Marketing Thought Leader of 
The Year by the DMA’s email experience council. Co-author of the book ‘Email Marketing An Hour A 
Day’, David has held senior level positions at Forrester, JupiterResearch, Apple, Anthropologie and 
other top brands. David is also the President and Publisher of The Marketer Quarterly a digital 
magazine and app for marketers by marketers available for free with registration online and the MQ 
App via the app stores. 
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